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He is wounded, although not dangerously, and the unit is near enough to Leningrad for him to be ferried back
to hospital. Signposts were taken down and place names painted out to confuse any German spies who might
parachute in. There they squat in the outskirts of Leningrad, like wolves at the mouth of a cave. Manual
workers and essential technicians were allowed g of bread and 49g of meat a day; the rest of the population
received only g of bread and 14g of meat. Even in the zoo he can barely see them his eyes, like yours, are
half-blind. Her brilliantly carved out human behaviour to factors such as death, hunger and winter , elucidates
a picture that is beyond the imagination of the readers thus keeping them enthralled throughout the novel. By
February , up to trucks a day made the trip, at risk from breaking ice, bad weather and German artillery and
aircraft. The hunger gets worse. And in the suburbs, within sight, the Germans have dug themselves in. She
has been a performer and teacher of poetry and creative writing, tutoring on residential courses for the Arvon
Foundation and taking part in the Poetry Societys Writer in Schools scheme. Later we find out his income is
only one fifth of what it had been. Thousands will starve or freeze before spring, but Dunmore shuns the moral
numbness of numbers. Every effort has been made to trace copyright holders. Redcliffe Press has published a
number of books on the Bristol Blitz, details of which are on the website. The German air force had at first
concentrated on military targets radar stations, aircraft factories and air fields in a deliberate attempt to destroy
the Royal Air Force prior to an invasion. You will count him into your dreams. Beginning to get used to it! By
the end, she realises that children could be separated from their families for years, like her nan, or forever, like
Hannah. Thousands of peasants who will never She brings food from her dacha to the apartment and gives
what energy she can to protecting the family unit, despite being an outsider. When Anna meets her lover,
Andrei, she finally finds someone who can understand her. Dunmore makes the horrors of Stalinism as
concrete as she can. The importance of Illustration of Taras tree house by Karin Littlewood holding on to
personal and public history is a theme that runs through much of her work. This is how she has welcomed the
snow every year of her life. Hunger and cold bring a hallucinatory quality to perceptions, a sudden and
impossible snatch of the scent of coffee from a ventilation shaft as the senses flicker. This is the first time that
the Great Reading Adventure has used a book by a living author and much of the material in this guide has
been developed from conversations with Helen herself. She learns of Nans own experience of being sent away
from home when she was young and also meets Mr Barenstein, owner of the garden flat, who remembers the
cherry tree where his little sister Hannah used to play. Some bodies were buried in mass graves, blasted out of
the rock-hard earth. Photographs of Bristol on pages 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45 and reproduced by courtesy
of Bristol United Press many of these photos were taken by Jim Facey whose collection is held at the Bristol
Record Office. Andrei, whose flat has been burned out by a careless flat-mate, has moved in. In Chapter 18
Anna goes looking for the stove, but discovers that the black-marketeers will give her nothing useful for the
money and goods she has. The book ends after only the first winter of the siege. Both of them seem to think
discretion the better part of valour. The German army, with help from the Finns, has entirely encircled the city.
She sank on her maiden voyage. In a flashback we find out that Anna can only be away from the flat because
Marina Petrovna is now staying there and can look after Kolya. Damaged Bristol house During this period,
Winston Churchill wrote to the Lord Mayor of the city: My thoughts have been much with the inhabitants of
Bristol in the ordeal of these last weeks.


